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1. INTRODUCTIONMultiast transmissions allow huge savings of network traf-� ompared to uniast transmissions when the same data issent to a lot of users. These savings are ahieved by the fatthat users may \share" links, sine eah node in a multiastnetwork an send an inoming transmission to an arbitrarynumber of neighbours. If there are osts inurred when usingan edge, then this sharing is an obstale for priing.Formally, the (binary) multiast priing problem is de-�ned as follows: Let G = (V;E) be an edge weighted undi-reted graph. The graph G models the underlying network,edge weight e represents the osts for using edge e. There isa distinguished set N � V of users. Furthermore, there is anode r =2 N , the servie provider. A ost-sharing mehanismdetermines whih users reeive the transmission and assignsa prie to eah of these users. Eah user i 2 N has a (seret)utility ui. He derives utility ui from getting the transmis-sion. If i gets the transmission at prie xi, his individual wel-fare is ui�xi. If i does not get the transmission, his welfare is�xi. However, the ost-sharing mehanism does not a prioriknow the values ui. It has to rely on the users to report these�A full version of this work is available as SIIM-TR-A-03-02from www.ts.uni-luebek.de/pages/blaeser/.ySupported by DFG researh grant BL 511/5-1.
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values. The users are sel�sh and thus might not be willingto report their true utility. In a game-theoreti framework,their set of strategies is to report any value bi � 0 as theirutility. Given these bids bi, the task of the mehanism isto selet a subset Q � N of the users, �nd a multiasttree F serving Q, and assign pries xi to the users. Theost-sharing mehanism for the tree F should meet some ofthe following soio-eonomi and game-theoreti properties:No Positive Transfer (NPT), Voluntary Partiipation (VP),Consumer Sovereignty (CS), Group Strategyproof (GSP) orStrategyproof (SP), Budget Balane (BB), and EÆieny(EFF). For a de�nition of these terms, see e.g. [1, 2, 4℄. Wealso de�ne these properties in Setion 3 for rated problems,whih inlude binary problems as a speial ase. It is a las-sial result in game theory that there is no strategyproofmehanism that meets both BB and EFF. From a omputa-tional point of view, we also want that the mehanism aneÆiently be omputed. In a distributed setting, it mightalso be desirable that the mehanism an be omputed withlow ommuniation osts.
2. RELATED WORKMost of the urrent priing mehanisms for multiast trans-missions assume that the underlying multiast tree is �xed,that is, G is a tree with root r and leaves N (see for instane[1, 2℄). Thus for any subset of the users to be served, thetree used is a subtree of the underlying �xed tree. From theviewpoint of ombinatorial optimization, this problem is notvery interesting. For �xed trees, mehanisms are designedand analyzed that meet|beside NPT, VP, and CS|eitherGSP and BB or SP and EFF. The work of Jain and Vazirani[4℄ is a notable exeption, as they do not assume that thereis a �xed multiast tree.Most of the priing mehanisms mentioned above are bi-nary, that means, either a user gets the full transmission ornothing at all. In a network with widely di�ering bandwidthonnetions|suh as the internet|it is however unavoid-able to have transmissions of data at di�erent qualities orrates, say �1 � �2 � � � � � �`, where the number of rates` is determined in advane. Adler and Rubenstein [1℄ pro-posed two approahes to handle di�erent rates, whih bothreet pratie: Under the layered paradigm, the transmis-sion is sent in layers. Layer 1 has rate �1 and every otherlayer i > 1 has rate �i � �i�1. To reeive rate �j , a user issent layers 1; : : : ; j. Under the split session paradigm, thereis a separate multiast transmission for eah rate. Eahuser reeives at most one of those transmissions. Adler and



Rubenstein study marginal ost mehanisms under thoseparadigms. They assume that a �xed multiast tree is given.They do not treat budget balaned mehanisms or generalgraphs and pose those extensions as an open problem.
3. PROBLEMS WITH RATESWe here address the open problems posed by Adler andRubenstein. We also propose two new paradigms (LC, SSC)for mehanisms with rates.Now eah user i has an utility vetor ui = (ui;1; : : : ; ui;`)and ui;� is the utility of i when reeiving the transmissionat rate ��. The possible strategies of eah user i is to bid avetor bi = (bi;1; : : : ; bi;`), where bi;� � 0 indiates the priethat i is willing to pay for rate ��. We are studying meh-anisms that, given those n bids b = (b1; : : : ; bn), ompute afuntion q : N ! f0; : : : ; `g. (In the ase of binary meha-nisms, q simply is a harateristi funtion.) For eah user i,qi := q(i) is the rate of the transmission reeived by i. qi = 0means that the user does not reeive the transmission at all.Suh a funtion q will be alled a rate funtion. The meha-nism also provides a funtion x : N ! R. xi := x(i) denotesthe prie that user i has to pay to reeive the transmission atrate �qi . The individual welfare of user i is ui;qi�xi providedthat qi > 0, sine he gets the transmission at rate �qi forthe prie xi. Otherwise, his welfare is �xi. Finally, Cost(q)denotes the true osts inurred by the servie provider whenserving the users at rates aording to the funtion q.The properties NPT, VP, CS, (G)SP, and BB are re�nedas follows to handle multiple rates.No Positive Transfer: For all users i, xi � 0.Voluntary Partiipation (VP): If qi > 0, then bi;qi�xi �0, otherwise xi = 0.Consumer Sovereignty (CS): For every user i and forevery rate ��, there is an `-vetor b̂�i suh that if i bids b̂�i ,then i will get the servie at rate �� (independent of theother bids).Group Strategyproof (GSP): Even if a set of users Collude, their dominant strategy is to report their true utilityui as bi for all i 2 C. If this property holds only for sets Cof size one, then we speak of Strategyproof (SP).Budget Balane (BB):Pi2N xi = Cost(q), i.e., neither ade�it nor a surplus is reated. If only Cost(q) �Pi2N xi ���Cost(q) holds, then we speak of �-approximate BudgetBalane (�-BB).A binary mehanism for the multiast priing problem anbe interpreted as a rated mehanism with only one possiblerate. Sine suh mehanisms are well studied, it is a nat-ural design paradigm to onstrut rated mehanism for themultiast priing problem from binary ones.LetM1;M2; : : : ;M` be mehanisms for rates �1; �2��1; : : : ;�`��`�1 under the layered paradigm or for rates �1; �2; : : : ; �`under the split session paradigm, respetively, suh that allof M1; : : : ;M` meet NPT, VP, CS, GSP, and BB. Moulin [5℄showed that for eah suh mehanism M�, there is a ross-monotoni ost-sharing funtion �� suh that ��(q; i) is ex-atly the osts user i has to pay if the mehanism seletsusers aording to the harateristi funtion q. This fun-tion �� is budget balaned, that is, Pni=1 ��(q; i) = Cost(q).For a rate funtion q : N ! f0; 1; : : : ; `g and 1 � k � `, letq=k : N ! f0; 1g be the harateristi funtion of all usersto whom rate �k is assigned. Let q�k be the harateristi

funtion of all users to whom one of the rates �1; : : : ; �kis assigned. The fat that the rated mehanism should beomposed of binary mehanisms manifests in the followingtwo properties:Layered Costs (LC): For all users i, xi =Pqi�=1 ��(q��; i).Split Session Costs (SSC): For all i, xi = �qi(q=qi ; i).Under the layered paradigm, the prie xi user i has to payis exatly the sum of the �rst qi ost-shares of i with respetto �1; : : : ; �`, sine to get rate �qi user i has to reeive the�rst qi layers. Under the split session paradigm, the prie issimply �qi(q=qi ; i), the share of i in the qith group.
4. RESULTSWe design a meta mehanism under the layered paradigmthat uses a binary mehanism for eah layer as a blakbox.Theorem 1. If �1; : : : ; �` are ross-monotoni and budgetbalaned, then there is a mehanism L that meets NPT, VP,CS, SP, BB, and LC. If eah �� is only ��-BB, then L isonly �-BB, where � = maxf�1; : : : ; �`g.This meta mehanism is interesting on its own and an beapplied to other priing problems with rates. It remains anopen question whether one an also ahieve GSP for suha meta mehanism. One we have this meta mehanism,we an plug various binary mehanisms into it. If the un-derlying multiast tree is �xed, we an for instane use theShapley value (see e.g. [2℄). If there is no underlying �xedmultiast tree, then we an exploit the binary mehanismby Jain and Vazirani [4℄ to get a mehanism for the mul-tiast problem with rates under the layered paradigm thatmeets NPT, VP, CS, SP, and BB. This mehanism worksfor general graphs and omputes for eah layer a multiasttree whose weight is at most twie the weight of an optimumSteiner tree, provided that the triangle inequality holds.Then we show that for the split session paradigm, suh ameta mehanism does not exist.Theorem 2. There are ross-monotoni funtions �1; �2suh that there is no mehanism for �1; �2 that meets NPT,VP, CS, SP, BB, and SSC.This insight omplements niely the results by Adler andRubenstein that the split session paradigm is also harderthan the layered paradigm in their setting.Finally, we extend the tehniques of Jain and Vazirani to alarger lass of onstrained forest problems by inorporatingideas of Goemans and Williamson [3℄. This allows us tomodel extended multiast senarios like having simultaneous(parallel) transmissions or several (mirrored) servers.
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